"The competitive advantage most successful
people have isn't talent or circumstances it's their intentional choices. Learn how to
make more consistent winning ones with the
right mindset."

jake thompson
speaker author coach entrepreur

build the mindset, habits and culture
that separates winning teams.
I help companies bridge the gap between where they are
now & where they could be at their full potential.
Discover how working together can help your team
improve their GRIT, MINDSET, & SKILLS so they can
succeed repeatedly in our ever-changing,
hyper-competitive world.
Let’s sharpen your team’s focus, improve their daily
process, and elevate their mindset to
Compete Every Day.
"Jake is authentic and has a special set of skills that can take a
message and relate it to a person or team. As a team we've
already talked about other ways we can engage Jake to help
develop our high achievers. We look forward to a continued
partnership with Jake." - Kolby May, VP, Osburn Contractors

jakeathompson.com | 972.292.8497

jake's top 3 programs
compete every day
Does your team struggle with inconsistency or complacency?
Do you find your employees spending more time comparing themselves
to competitors instead of chasing down new clients? Learn how we can
overcome these big three common challenges with my CM3 Model and transform
your team's focus, daily habits & mindsets to help your company raise their level of success.

focus of a champion
Just because distractions are everywhere doesn't mean we need to give into them. Learn about the
"Competitor Scorecard," an unbeatable daily process that will help you hit your sales goals - and
build unbeatable winning habits. Your audience will learn how to improve their focus by creating
daily systems that keep them constantly advancing. Instead of being distracted by the “busy,” your
team will learn how to stay focused to become the best.

the winning formula
Teams can accomplish more when they compete together than they ever can alone. But some
teams still don’t know how to listen to each other, accept differing perspectives, or work as a whole.
In this popular team-building keynote, your team will learn the importance of high-level
collaboration. Discover the three things that great teams in sports and business commit to doing in
order to up-level their impact.

what it's like to work with jake
If you are looking for an inspiring, motivating speaker
that will deliver an impactful and meaningful message
to your team Jake is your person!
He worked hand in hand with us to understand our
business and tailor his content, and engaged with
numerous members of our team outside the main
session. He was authentic, professional, and gave us a
system we could take with us to improve every aspect
of our lives - as people and professionals!
- Rick Hill, VP of Americas, AVA Security -

Jake Thompson is a dynamic
speaker with a charisma that you
feel whether sitting in the same
room or participating virtually.
He is master at connecting and
engaging the audience. If you are
thinking about booking Jake
Thompson—do it. I’m glad I did.
- Shaida Haberlach, Seattle Study Club -
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